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The Elaboration of the Model of Integrated System of Management, and 

its Interface with Economic Aspects, the Support of Balanced Scorecard. 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

The present article aims at you demonstrate the uses of the Balanced Scorecard - 

BSC, tool you assist in the elaboration and implantation of an integrated system of 

management, taking in account the economic aspects and the consequences of 

this in the process of application of the integrated management.  

 

Four perspectives ploughs proposals that stand the systems of management will 

be sustainable development that they raise in importance the quality of the 

process, the environment, the health and security of the to worker and the social 

responsibility.  

 

Also she is boarded of relation of causes and the effect that each perspective 

produces one in ratio of the other, of form you focus the uses of tool BSC, with one 

of its intentions that ploughs the rocking between each variable proposal.  

 

With the present work, objective you consider will be the organizations the 

formation of operational and conceptual bases that make possible them you be 

inserted in the operational roll of that they possess and they keep certified 

established in norms each bias binding of an integrated system of management.  

 

 

Key Works: Balanced Scorecard, Managemente, Integradet System of 

Management.  
 
 
 



The Elaboration of the Model of Integrated System of Management, and its 
Interface with Economic Aspects, the Support of Balanced Scorecard. 

 
The norm most coercitive, as much the national level as international, the 
increasing requirement on the part of the customers and the society as a whole, so 
that stakeholders is improved to the relation of the organization with the collective 
and its, beyond the potential unborn profits of these new politics front to its half 
one, had in such a way contributed for an increasing awareness and sensitization 
of the managers of the organizations on organizations questions the operational 
level as strategical.  
 
Other factors had also contributed, as for example: to the possibility to revert a 
negative picture front to the environment and of this being an investment that is 
carried through now and total is recouped later, therefore contributes for 
maintenance and preservation of the environment, as well as for the reduction of 
the ambient liabilities.  
 
The globalization brought for the perspective new organizations of profits, 
conquests of new markets, new customers in potential, among others benefits, 
these positive aspects had however come proceeded of new requirements, of 
behaviors and actions capable inside to promote the qualification in the dispute for 
the survival of a competitive market.  
 
One of these new vieses is the relation of the organization with its systems of 
management. Amongst these new trends different optional norms had appeared of 
management (BS 8800, ISO 14001, among others) reflected in tools that allow a 
positive relation of the company with its organizacionais perspectives through an 
integrated system of management (SGI).  
 
For this system of integrated management, the use of the Balanced Scorecard is 
suggested, that it is a system of management of the strategy, that allows a vision of 
the organization and its systems under some perspectives, and can be used with 
the intention to allow the adoption on the part of the organizations of an efficient 
system of integrated management, contemplating in this integrated management 
the interface with economic aspects.  
 
BALANCED SCORECARD  
 
The Scorecard term was used to stand out the form as the results of the periods 
had passed to be demonstrated, similar placar (Scorecard); the Balanced term 
(balanced), in turn, was inserted to emphasize short the existing balance between 
objectives of and long stated period, financial measures and not-financiers, 
between pointers of occurrence and trend, and between the perspectives, that deal 
with internal and external aspects to the organization.  
 
From a series of experiences of implantation of Balanced Scorecard (BSC), it was 
verified that, more than a system of measurement of performance, the BSC could 



be used as a managemental system, a time that, besides monitoring the result of 
the company, allows that the strategical processes are identified, or either, those 
that must present a bonanza income so that the company as a whole presents 
resulted satisfactory. Had to this mutation? 
 
The Balanced Scorecard left of being a perfected system of measurement to 
change itself into a system of managemental essential? (KAPLAN and NORTON, 
1997) the form as the BSC disponibiliza the information is praised by Fields (1998); 
this standes out that due the graphical demonstrative and of easy analysis, the set 
of measures of the scene allows to the controlling a fast and including vision of the 
situation of the businesses?  
 
The interrelations enters the perspectives is not determined of random form, but 
yes on the basis of cause-and-effect relations. The importance of these relations is 
emphasized by Kaplan and Norton (1997), when telling that: emphasis in the 
construction of relations of cause and effect in the Scorecard generates a dynamic 
sistêmico reasoning, allowing that the individuals in the diverse sectors of the 
organization understand as the parts if they incase, as its paper influences the 
paper of other people, besides facilitating to the definition of the performance 
vectors and the initiatives correlatas that not only measure the change, as also 
they feed them?  
 
Amongst the main questions that they see to tona when it is argued on the 
perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard, two deserve special attention: the four 
perspective proposals for Kaplan are enough? Always must be used the same 
perspectives? 
 
In the defense of the original model, Kaplan and Norton (1997), suggest that: The 
four perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard have shown adjusted in diverse 
companies and sectors of market. But they must be considered as a model and not 
as a force shirt. Which don’t a mathematical theorem according to the four 
perspectives is necessary and enough. 
 
Still we do not find companies who less use of the one than the four perspectives, 
however, depending on the circumstances of the sector and of the business-
oriented strategy of a unit, it is possible that she is necessary to add one or more 
perspective complementary. The above-mentioned author’s exemplificam the 
creation of a complementary perspective. In this direction, case of a company is 
told who, for working with chemical products, presented great necessity to create a 
perspective that dealt with its ambient performance.  
 
For the managers of such company, the ambient performance was one of the 
critical factors for the success of the enterprise strategy, a time that was of utmost 
importance to show for the community as the company was worried about the 
ambient questions. Figure 01, to follow, demonstrates as these perspectives can 
be structuralized:  
 



Figure 01- Perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard. Adapted Kaplan & Norton 
1997.  
 

 
 
To the shape o Balanced Scorecard in four perspectives these must, separately, 
present objectives, measures, goals and initiatives, that when being correlated 
through a cause-effect relation allow the management of the involved risks in the 
project.  
 
Of this form the visual project of the Balanced Scorecard for the integrated system 
of management can be represented as displayed in figure 02 to follow, 
demonstrating as it can be used with the intention to allow the adoption on the part 
of the organizations of an efficient integrated management.  
 
Figure 02 - The perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard for the Integrated 
Management.  
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Aiming at to clarify the functioning of each one of these perspectives, it is 
demonstrated to follow it, the illustrative heading, the possible objectives, goals, 
pointers and initiatives, clarifying them of form more analytically and finally telling 
its interface with the economic aspects.  
 
 
PERSPECTIVE OF THE QUALITY: The perspective of the quality of process has 
for propensity to define to the processes of the organizations interested in 
characterizing its operations, with a quality system, that obtains to reflect this 
search for the quality. Also, besides defining one organizacional politics in the 
direction of the search for the quality, the perspective of the quality generates the 
comprometimento of the high direction with a quality process.  
 
Objective:  To make possible for the organizations the adoption of a process of 
quality production; establishing procedure for the operations that will be mapeadas 
as pertinent. Pointer: 9001/2000 optional norm ISO  
 
Goal: 100% of attendance ISO 9001/2000 (System of management of the quality):  
 
Below of 100% the goals must be, immediately, reviewed; 100% Satisfactory one 
In analasis phase; Above of 100% Excellent one (obeying the standards of ISO 
9001/2000, but searching it surpasses it with procedures of other norms of system 
of quality management);  
 
Iniciatives: To make possible the comprometimento of the high direction with this 
new perspective, to adopt one politics of quality, to mapear the processes and to 
identify the with priority cases, to establish procedures for all the activities that to 
understand necessary beyond those stipulated by the norm.  
 
AMBIENT PERSPECTIVE:  
 
The ambient perspective possesss a strategical character in that it says respect to 
the market and at the same time a survival connotation, in view of that the 
degradation of the environment is decree of the end of all the life forms. In this 
direction, the organizations have to the obligation to search new potentialities and 
vieses of development, to speed a process of paradigm in addition, in that it hits 
upon its relation with the environment, so that the preservation of the environment 
can be reached e, therefore our survival is kept.  
 
Objective: To adopt in the activities of organizacional development ambient 
parameters of performance that allows to the good relationship between the 
organizations and the ambient scale. Pointer: Ambient legislation and optional 
norm ISO 14001.  
 



Goal: the 100% of attendance ambient legislation and the ISO 14001(Sistema of 
ambient management): Below of 100% Harmful one, trying new measures; 100% 
Satisfactory one In analysis phase; Above of 100% Excellent one (obeying the 
standards of ISO 14001, but searching it surpasses it with procedures of other 
systems of ambient management; e adopting parameters of international ambient 
legislações more restrictive than the national law);  
 
Initiatives: To identify the activities of the organization that do not present 
conformity of action with the instituted legal parameters; To collect given through 
documents that allow the efficient evaluation in that it persists the interactions of 
the organization with the factors of the integrated management; To select and to 
prioritize the applicable legislações to the organization; To keep a possible data 
base of being used; To acquire knowledge all the actors of the organization 
concerning the restrictions imposed for the law; To institute an ambient philosophy 
with the commitment of the high direction in sensetizing itself for the ambient 
cause, to carry through an ambient survey of aspects and impacts, to 
procedimentar its operations in agreement prays the principles of optional norm 
ISO 14001, to execute internal auditorships aiming at the verification of the 
attendance conformity preceituadas for the norm, activities among others identified 
as significant to each organization that to adopt such perspective.  
 
 
PERSPECTIVE HEALTH and SECURITY Of the WORKER:  
 
The health and security of worker - SST, in the partner-labor context where we live 
are of significant importance, in view of the envolvement of almost all the society in 
practical members of labor party. The adoption of good practical in SST is 
necessary commitment of all responsible for an organization, time that the longed 
for preventive character with the adoption of this perspective promotes the 
reduction of the levels of accidents and improvement of the conditions of work of 
the employees.  
 
Objective: To adopt practical safe members of labor party, stimulating the 
participation of all the collaborators of the organization, in the measure where the 
great operational party to suit is spaced out in a trend of cause and effect. Pointers: 
Labor law and optional norm OHSAS 18001.  
 
Goal: the 100% of attendance labor law and optional norm OHSAS 18001. 
(System of management in occupational health and security): Below of 100% 
Objective not reached; 100% Satisfactory one? In analysis phase; above of 100% 
Excellent one (In compliance with the ditames of OHSAS 18001, but searching to 
obey standards of other norms of SST; e adopting parameters of international 
working legislações more restrictive than the national law);  
 
Initiatives: The initiatives with relation to the health perspective and security of the 
work start for the qualification and sensitization of the collaborators of the 
organization, who must be engaged with the new philosophy to be implanted. The 



adoption of one organizacional politics directed toward the minimização of the 
aspects and negative effect of the work for the employee also is of significant 
importance, in view of that the organizacional comprometimento will be 
demonstrated to leave of it.  
 
The survey of potential risks is another factor to be led in account in the search of a 
positive environment for the workers; moreover it makes possible the adoption of 
emergency plans. The elaboration of procedures of the elencadas activities as 
important and the behaviors demanded for the norm makes possible the adoption 
of system of management of occupational health and security. The attendance to 
the standards of security stipulated by the law. Survey of the activities with 
potential risk to not the respect to the labor laws of the employees.  
 
PERSPECTIVE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:  
 
In this point it is said of a factor that it encloses since the society reached for the 
activities of the organizations until the care with the workers of the organization. 
The to be searched differential is the ethical position of the organizations when of 
the relation in such a way with the society affected as with its employees this, in 
view of that to acquire technology is alone to pay the value of this, however the 
formation and qualification humana they do not possess? Price, being the 
challenge of the companies in investing in these and obtaining to keep them in the 
organization.  
 
Objective:To institute a system of management of the social responsibility. 
Pointers: For this perspective the pointer must be norm AA 1000.  
 
Goal: 100% of attendance optional norm AA 1000. (System of management of 
social responsibility - SGRS): Below of 100% Necessity of reevaluation; 100% 
Satisfactory one? In process of continuous improvement; above of 100% Excellent 
one (Taking care of to the standards of a SGRS, perfecting its process of 
continuous improvement);  
 
Initiatives: The paradigm change is a factor that permeia for all the perspectives 
argued here in the application of this considered BSC, however in this paradigm 
that involves the social responsibility, perhaps inhabits the greater of all the 
conceptual changes, in the measure where the social? It is thought and raised 
about many occasions to a more significant platform of the one than the search for 
verge.  
 
The elaboration of the social rocking of the organization also is another variant of 
extreme significance, therefore it will be the mirrors of the social measures, and 
consequently, of its representation for the eyes of the society. Some models of 
social rocking stimulate the development in seven areas, being therefore examples 
of initiatives, to know: Values and Transparency, Internal Public, Environment, 
Suppliers, Consumers, Community and Government and Society.  
 



RELATION CAUSE-EFFECT BETWEEN THE PERSPECTIVES  
 
The illustration heading we can identify the relation of cause-effect with the 
adoption of the objectives, goals, pointers and initiatives proposals for the 
perspective of Quality. Being the objective of the quality perspective, to institute a 
system of management of the quality that will be part of a System of Integrated 
Management?  
 
SGI capable to transmit and to transfer to all the employees and collaborators, as 
well as the surrounding society, the relation of the organization with the integrated 
factors, in that it persists to its values, initiative, beliefs among others itens not less 
important, the impact of the reach of the objective of the perspective of the quality 
in the excessively perspective ones, as below presented: Ambient Perspective: 
The measure where the factor of the quality is worked in set with the ambient 
perspective, the production process tends to equate its 0 variable, making possible 
the reduction of entrances and exits, this consequence results in the diagnosis 
most refined of the aspects and ambient impacts, that are determinative factors for 
the institution of a system of ambient management.  
 
Perspective Health and Security of the Work: From the moment where the 
objective of the perspective of the quality, is reached, makes possible for the 
production of an organization a standard of its activities, what it reflects in the 
definition of the occupation of each collaborator of the company, facilitating directly, 
therefore the elaboration of emergency plans and the consequent minimização of 
accidents.  
 
Perspective of the Social Responsibility: In regards to perspective of the quality 
and its interface with the perspective of the social responsibility, this if consolidates 
at the moment where to adopt a process of production with quality, it is the first 
step of an organization that has a perspective in consolidating the quality in all the 
0 variable of interfação of a company. It is standed out that each one of the 
perspectives above presented, keeps between itself a relation of cause-effect 
when of the interface between them.  
 
For example, when making possible to the actors of the organization an ambient 
vision, when of the development of its activities (Perspective ambient) the 
consequence of this action can be measured in the perspective of the quality, of 
health and security of the worker and the monthly responsibility, etc. An important 
factor that it must be observed is the balance enters the perspectives when of its 
relations cause-effect, what it must occur of balanced form without prioritizing one 
in detriment to another one. 
 
INTERFACE WITH ECONOMIC ASPECTS  
 
The managers of the organization will have to determine which financial the 
economic objective for each one of the perspectives and to institute measured for 
accompaniment of the performance and the daily pay-established goals. The 



initiatives alone will have to be related or to be taken in the measure where the 
management system identifies the necessities of that previously it was established 
in each one of its perspectives.  
 
Objective: Financially the organization will have to arrive in port resources so that 
the integrated system of management can reach its objective. Pointer: For each 
perspective a pointer will have to be applied. This pointer will have to reflect the 
result of the application of each system of management, with its consequent effect 
and its potential profits.  
 
Goal: To make possible operacionalização of the integrated system. It does not 
have a scale to be reached; the goal is to operacionalizar 100% of the considered 
system.  
initiatives: The initiatives with relation to the economic aspects will have to take in 
consideration the excessively perspective ones, therefore exactly presenting 
inadequate a economic return the short and average stated period, this return can 
be being compensated in the long stated period for the excessively perspective 
ones, as for example: social responsibility.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
The Balanced Scorecard can be used as distinguishing that it allows to use 
objectives, pointers, goals and initiatives, distributed for its some perspectives for 
application of the integrated system of management. It makes possible of this form 
a sinergia between its economic aspects and the 0 variable of each one of its 
perspectives, represented here for the management systems: Quality, 
Environment, Health and Security of the Worker and Social Responsibility.  
 
When conceiving the BSC under 04 (four) perspective ones directed entirely to 
take care of the organizations whose strategy has a great relative weight to the 
questions related to the management system, propitiates for the same one, a 
synergic environment where its strategical and operational actions are being 
managed in an only system of management, the integrated system of 
management. When determining indicating objectives, goals and initiatives for the 
perspective proposals in this article a basic, basic and necessary structure is 
created, so that the organization can effect its measurements of performance with 
the objective to eliminate shunting lines related with the implantation of the 
management system.  
 
One another factor that puts down in favor of the use of these perspectives that 
result in the integrated system of management, is the fact of that these 
perspectives for its proper structure demand differentiated approaches what it 
results in at the very least 04 (four) new pointers correlated between itself that they 
facilitate the organizacional management. The possibility to effect the study of the 
relation cause-effect between the perspectives and being these directed for 
questions that the co-relation between quality aspects, social responsibility, 



environment, health and security guard of the worker analyze, allows the 
organization to effect the necessary balancing enters its objectives so that the 
organizacional strategy is reached and dispatches by post in practical in the day 
the day of the company.  
 
The result of the use of this basic structure proposal allows the creation of a 
conceptual and operational base necessary to glimpse the hypothesis of if inserting 
in the context of the pertaining organizations to the select group of those certified, 
as mantenedoras of a SGI, being that each perspective must observe the optional 
norms specific of each system of management.  
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